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IMMUNITY

Meniere’s disease is considered an incurable, progres-
sive inner ear disorder consisting of vertigo, tinnitus, 
gradual hearing loss and a sensation of fullness in the 
a�ected ear. It can appear in either ear (or both), often 
degenerating in 3 stages to profound deafness, 
chronic disequilibrium and sudden drop attacks. 
Incidence varies from 16-200 per 100,000 persons, so 
the condition is uncommon, but not rare. Studies 
show regional and genetic variances. Symptoms can 
be indistinguishable from forms of migraine associat-
ed vertigo (MAV) and autoimmune inner ear disease 
(AIED). Conventional treatment is managing 
symptoms which often eventuates in destructive 
surgery. Meniere’s su�erers have high rates of atopic, 
allergic, gastric, vascular and autoimmune diseases, 
irrespective of treatments.

Studies show excessive endolymph (an inner ear 
�uid) accumulates in Meniere’s ears and balloons 
inner ear membranes, a condition known as hydrops.  
Endolymph is a unique �uid secreted by inner ear 
tissues and is ordinarily well controlled and highly 
stable. The endolymphatic duct is a conduit to the 
endolymphatic sac, a small �at sponge-like, blind 
end organ located adjacent to the brain and its 
sigmoid vein. With channels and crypts to process 
endolymph, the microvasculature is sometimes 
described as an inner ear “waste manager”, operating 
somewhat like a combined tonsil and kidney. With its 
high immune activity, the sac and duct interfaces the 
mucosal and blood immune system. 

More than 99% of human genes are identical, but HLA 
genes on chromosome 6 are an exceptionally individual, 
variable and dense region. In conjunction with other 
genes, HLA encodes specialised proteins and cell surface 
molecules activated by infectious components to 
interact with various immune cells such as histamine 
producers, B and plasma cells for antibody production 
and T cells that directly kill infections and infected cells. 

Broadly, HLA is classi�ed into distinct protein coding 
regions known as classes 1, 2 and 3 and more. It evolved 
to produce an overlapping and enormous variety of 
molecules to meet the vast diversity of infections that 
threaten us. These molecules initiate antibodies and 
messenger proteins to identify infection and orchestrate 
the capturing, limiting, clearing and restoration process 
ordinarily preventing disease. Importantly, immune DNA 
is population and race speci�c and in turn, individual 
classes are inherited in distinct parental blocks called a 
haplotype. Various combinations of single gene copies 
within haplotypes produce an inherited and individual 
‘gene dose’ e�ect dependent on the way genes 
combined at conception. 

Normal v Hydrops ear

Generalised e�ector immune proteins such as comple-
ment, antibodies and messenger proteins (cytokines) 
interact in complex, layered ways to activate cells, in�ame 
tissue and permit access to sites of infection and restore 
damage. However, immunity in irreplaceable and delicate 
sensory tissue such as brain, eyes and ears is far more 
complex and evolved to limit in�ammation damage, 
thereby protecting neural organs critical for survival. In 
humans, immunity has a genetic master controller - the 
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system.

Immunity protects us from bacteria, viruses, fungi and other 
organisms that might harm or kill us. Correct function 
requires our cells to detect and destroy a wide variety of 
infections, yet discriminate and not harm our own healthy 
tissue or overreact or become reactive to harmless substanc-
es. Immunity can be broadly characterised as a connected 
network of circulating �uids (such as lymph and blood) and a 
barrier and �ushing system (such as blood-brain, skin and 
mucus). Within that network circulates a non speci�c, �rst line 
defence system (innate) and an exquisitely infection speci�c 
system of cells with a memory function (adaptive). Innate 
immunity shapes the adaptive response.  Specialist immune 
cells and proteins reside over and within us, but concerntrate 
in local lymph nodes, bone marrow, tonsils and general 
organs such as gut, spleen and thymus. They go mostly 
unnoticed, e�ciently dealing with a myriad of infections. 
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It was once thought inner ear membranes rupture to 
trigger vertigo, but recent studies show this incorrect. 
In a Meniere’s ear (at least in early stages), vertigo is 
not from ruptures, but from immune damage that in 
turn a�ects tiny inner ear valves which normally 
isolate the balance (vestibular) from the hearing 
(cochlea) portions which share endolymph. 

Studies now show most forms of Meniere’s arise from 
subtle immune defects in certain haplotypes. A loss of 
overlap and speci�city leaves gaps in the normal 
immune process and damages the endolymphatic sac. 
Proteomic studies show an altered immune pro�le 
that deviates the more the disease progresses. That 
shift in immune cell population and function means 
altered endolymph composition and unwanted 
antibody deposits “clump and dump” in the Meniere’s 
ear initiating a mechanical loss of function. Tests show 
abnormal T cell and immune complexes (ordinarily 
normalised before a�ecting the inner ear) which cross 
link together in lattices and embed in local tissue 
forming �brosis and hydrops. In turn, surrounding 
bone and delicate adjacent hair cells so critical for 
hearing, eventually become altered with unabated, 
often sterile, in�ammation leading to deafness. 

Stephen Spring’s immunotherapy protocol arose from 
decades of otoimmunology research. Rather than 
suppress immunity, the protocol stimulates the 
correct immune response over time. Caught early 
enough, it aims to curb on going damage and may 
prevent bilateral a�ection. It consists of blood tests 
(genetic sequencing and protein expression), a weak 
immunostimulant and addresses individual environ-
mental factors that incite immune complex formation 
and thwart the clearance cascade. It requires 12-18 
months, sometimes longer. 

Current medicine cannot o�er edited human DNA 
for inner ear disorders, so Stephen Spring’s protocol 
is not a complete cure; it’s more like a ‘best possible 
work around’ to regularise host in�ammatory 
respone. Caught early enough, over time, it limits 
hydrops which can be correlated by blood tests, 
thereby rehabilitating endolymphatic sac function 
where possible which dramatically minimises or 
eliminates symptoms.

GENETICS 
AND

IMMUNITY 

Full scienti�c references available to treating clinicians.

Meniere’s is not a single disease.  Its a systemic, 
multifactorial, immune-complex disease with a 
failure of inner ear immunity in genetically 
susceptible individuals.

STEPHEN SPRING PROTOCOL

Key Issues
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- You cannot self-diagnose hydrops – see a specialist 
such as a Meniere’s literate audiologist or ENT;

- You require a registered physician to order tests 
and assist and an audiologist to monitor you if you 
wish to undertake the Stephen Spring protocol;

- The protocol is con�dential and individualised for 
each person. It often requires a certain level of 
commitment and resources, which may include 
family assistance;

- The protocol cannot improve surgically treated (i.e 
cochlea implanted, labyrinthectomised, nerve 
sectioned) or very severely damaged hydropic ears.   

KEY CONCEPTS
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